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Abstract

The prevalence of Autism is on the rise worldwide with studies presenting the worldwide prevalence rates as 1 in 68 children.

This is rising alarmingly every year and the combined presentation of Autism with ADHD in the same child is also increasing. In

this scenario it is shocking to note that many medical professionals in general and paediatricians in particular are unaware of the

availability of an Autism Cure that is already being accessed by parents with children with autism from all over the world and these

children are thriving completely free from their limiting symptoms. This article seeks to enlighten medical professionals about this
Autism Cure and emphasizes the urgent necessity for them to update themselves about the same so that more children with Autism

and ADHD (and their parents) need not suffer unnecessarily due to this “autism cure awareness gap” that is currently prevailing
among medical professionals and paediatricians worldwide.
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Introduction
Lack of awareness among medical professionals, especially paediatricians, about the latest understanding of autism as a condition of

“Energy Disturbance” and the availability of a Cure for Autism that is evidence-based, is directly contributing to the increased prevalence
of progressively worsening autism worldwide [1]. Hence the urgent need to address and bridge this “gap” in awareness among medical
professionals about this latest solution in autism that is showing results from day one.

While this article presents the situation that is currently prevailing in India, it is representative of the situation that is present in other

“developed” countries in the world too that follow and advocate the same limiting viewpoints and concepts regarding autism approach or
the lack of it in mainstream medicine. And which the medical professionals in other countries too, follow religiously.
The Current Ground Reality

What inspired me to write this article is an incident that happened recently. I was visiting with a physician friend of mine who is work-

ing in one of the foremost medical colleges in India which is also an internationally recognized centre for excellence in various fields of
medicine. Here I was introduced to a paediatrician colleague of my friend. Upon learning that I was a qualified medical doctor and an

expert in the field of autism who is healing autistic children from all over the world, she asked me “since all autistic children are mentally

retarded to some degree, how are you curing that? “I was taken aback by this conclusion of the paediatrician about autism as being a condition where every autistic child is “mentally retarded” which is totally erroneous to say the least. I went on to explain what autism really
is and informed her in clear terms that autism does not mean “mental retardation”.
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If this is the degree of the lack of awareness about autism among paediatricians of a leading medical college what would be the state

of autism awareness in other medical schools and institutions, I wondered. Not only that, what about the millions of paediatricians whose

main and often only source of updating their medical knowledge is invariably the medical representatives of pharmaceutical companies
who know nothing about the Cure for Autism because the cure has not been packaged into a pill which can then be thrust down the
throats of these children? (Many of whom are nonverbal and so cannot protest verbally in any case).

No wonder most parents are “informed” by the paediatricians that their child will suffer for life because “there is no cure for autism”,

which is the standard proclamation by misinformed paediatricians who are unaware of the latest understanding of autism as a condition
with an underlying ENERGY basis to it. A condition of high energy sensitivity and increased susceptibility to Energy Disturbances [4]. This

one erroneous sentence from the paediatrician in most cases, is enough to trigger a series of events that is resulting in the “permanent”
damage both to the parents and their autistic child.
Meaning of the Term “Autism Cure”

Before proceeding further, I would like to state here that what I mean when I use the term “Cure” in Autism is the healing of all the

Limiting Symptoms of Autism that is Unique and Specific to each and every child/individual with autism. This includes the healing or the

cure of the inability to communicate through speech as an example of one such limiting symptom that can be completely cured so that the
person with nonverbal autism can then start communicating through speech [6].
The Latest EBM Criteria for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Autism

The new definition of EBM or ‘evidence based medicine’ that is specific for Autism is the Inclusion and the Acceptance of the individual

case-reports of “healed” cases of autism on a case by case basis that is presented as the evidence of the individual with autism being free

from the limiting symptoms of autism (symptoms defined or described as “limiting” by the individual with the particular symptoms) due
to any method or intervention that that individual used/applied.

The necessity for this definition of EBM that is specific for autism has been explained in detail in the reference articles [2,4]. This is

mainly because autism is UNIQUE in its presentation in every individual and absolutely needs to be evaluated and researched on a case

by case basis. By definition autism is a “spectrum” disorder/ condition where each person with autism is unique in their presentation(s)
and experiencing of symptoms and behaviors including communication of the same and therefore none of the conventional methods of

“scientific investigations” can be applied in autism as a parameter/benchmark/gold-standard to determine what is “working” or “not
working “ in autism [5,6,8].

How is This Situation Amongst Medical Professionals Actually Resulting in the Worsening of the Symptoms in the Autistic Child?
This lack of awareness among medical professionals interacting with the parents with children with autism, about the availability of a

cure for autism is resulting in the parents being erroneously misinformed and misled into believing that there is no cure for autism. This

causes accelerated and intense stress in the parents which in turn causes amplified stress in the autistic child as the autistic child is highly
sensitive to the energies of the parents, especially the energy disturbances in them [1-3,5,10].

It creates resistance in most parents due to the closure of their minds to Allowing themselves to experience the POSSIBILITY of ac-

tually seeing their child thrive in freedom, free from the limiting symptoms of autism. This closed mindset triggered by the misleading
information provided by the medical professionals to the parents about autism leads them to LOWER their expectations from their child

and this results in “dumbing” the kid down and thus preventing the autistic child from actually expressing their innate high intelligence
levels. Thus making them “settle for less than their TRUE Potential”.

In most cases the parents start planning for the long term institutionalization of their child instead of leaving the field open and al-

lowing for the possibility of their autistic child to live and thrive independently, leading a full life as productive and useful adult in society.
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Another reason for the urgent necessity for medical professionals including pediatricians to update themselves is the fact that the root

cause for the increase in the incidence of ADHD in children with autism is the doctors/paediatricians making the false statement to the

parents that “autism is a lifelong developmental disorder and there is NO cure for it. “This accelerates the sense of restlessness, anxiety,
urgency, tension in the parents, which in turn amplifies the stress in the autistic child, resulting in accelerated and unmitigated energy
disturbances in the child that presents as the symptoms of ADHD in addition to the symptoms of autism [9,10,12].

Doctors thus instill false beliefs in the parents that causes unnecessary limitations, resistance and blocks in the parents resulting in

often “permanent” sabotage of the child’s future.

Intent Healing (™): The Autism Cure That Shows Results from Day One
The references under the Bibliography section include the case reports of successfully healed cases of autism, including non-verbal

autism, with this latest cutting-edge technique of Intent Healing (™) that is based on the sciences of Applied Intentional Epigenetics and
Applied Energy Medicine.

Evidence of successfully healed cases of autism on a case by case basis in line with EBM in autism is available through this link: http://

authenticautismsolutions.com or http://authenticautismsolutions.usefedora.com

It is high time conventional mainstream medicine and especially paediatricians started paying attention to the solutions in autism that

are showing results on the ground and started making the effort to update themselves on the leading-edge scientific disciplines of Applied

Energy Medicine and Applied Intentional Epigenetics. It is time to accept gracefully and embrace boldly that though conventional medi-

cine does not have a cure for autism, in the spirit of a truly scientific mindset, professionals in mainstream medicine are willing to lead

the parents of children with autism to highly evolved solutions for autism based on the latest path breaking and evolutionary scientific
disciplines. This, by itself will help provide the right guidance to the parents with children with autism and add to make informed choices
about applying the same for their child [6,8].

I would even go as far as stating that Not making an effort to educate oneself about this cure for autism that is already helping children

from all over world and therefore ending up making statements such as “ there is no cure for autism “ would amount to a major disservice
to these children and their parents [6].

It is not always necessary that all solutions or cures for conditions or illnesses always be discovered in conventional “scientific” labs or

inside research labs in medical schools or other “accepted” institutions of mainstream science. More often than not, major discoveries and

cures have been discovered by “common “people or laymen experimenting often independently on their own, Outside the traditionally
“accepted” edifices and institutions of mainstream medicine and science. And these discoveries have been made by people with hardly
and “degrees” or “educational qualifications” attached to their names [11].

This, in no way shape or form diminishes the immeasurable Value if their discoveries or their immense and invaluable Contribution

to the whole of Humanity in the form of helping reduce the suffering of their fellow men and opening new and exciting doorways of possibilities for human evolution [7,9].

The cure for Autism is one such example. It has been discovered OUTSIDE the conventional medical set up and is already transforming

the lives of these children and their parents from all over the world.

It is the triumph of a True scientific mindset and “good” science in action, free from the dogma that conventional medical teaching is

still trapped in [11].
The Question

It is highly unlikely that those that have been cured of autism would go back to the very same medical professionals including the

paediatricians who had told them that there is “no cure for autism” and show them the evidence of their cured “autistic” child. Why would
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they want to waste their time and energy trying to convince the skeptical doctors who are already biased against unconventional cures
that they have not been taught through their out dated textbooks in most cases?

In this day of Facebook, Social media and the Power of the Internet as the source and disseminator of information, it is far more likely

for people to look for solutions beyond the hospitals. Online. And finding them [12].

It is time that medical professionals too did the same and become aware of what the parents with children with autism are discovering

in the form of solutions and applying the same and seeing results. This way the medical professionals can themselves and INDIVIDUALLY

update themselves about the ground reality of the Cure in Autism that is already working and showing results. Which the pharmaceutical
Representatives will not deliver through their information pamphlets. And neither will the conventional medical textbooks talk about. At
least, not anytime soon.

The onus is on every medical professional who is interested in autism in any way shape or form, and especially all paediatricians to

educate themselves about this solution in autism that parents from all over the world are already accessing, applying and seeing their
autistic child thriving, completely healed of all the limiting symptoms.

This is the way to move forward with the autistic children who are the next stage in human evolution.

Recently Ayurveda and conventional (modern) medicine has been brought under one roof for patients to access at the Centre for

Integrative Medicine and Research at All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS), the topmost medical school and hospital in India.

It is time to include Energy Medicine to the same way so people can access and benefit from this cutting edge scientific discipline that is
already delivering the cure for Autism.

Conclusions

Autism is a rapidly growing worldwide issue of major concern to all countries worldwide. With the prevalence rates being 1 in 68

children and rising, it is appalling to see among the majority of medical professionals and paediatricians, the lack of awareness about the
latest understanding of this condition and about the presence of an Autism Cure which is already available and is showing results on the
ground.

Just because the cure for a condition does not come in the form of a pill that can be swallowed or in the form of a surgery that can “fix”

the damaged or broken part does not mean that there is no alternate cutting edge evidence based scientific solutions for the same. In CME
(Continuing Medical Education), as far as autism is concerned, the onus is on each Individual paediatrician to update oneself about this

autism cure and appraise themselves of the Authenticity and Veracity of the autism cure - Intent Healing (™) that is working in autism and
transforming the lives of autistic children and their parents worldwide.

Medical Professionals wanting to update themselves about this Autism Cure that shows Results from day one can go through the refer-

ences under the Bibliography section below , can check out the online course ‘The Energy Basis Of Autism And The Solution ‘ and the book
‘How To Heal Autism And ADHD In 30 Days ‘ available here http://www.sowjanya.in
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